Chaplain Harris defines a university as a community of voluntary watchers and discoverers of truth about human life, the universe, liberty, and right and wrong. He feels that since Communism makes truth subservient to party aims, a university cannot think as openly as a university. Thus a university must be free from pressure groups and have no restrictions. We learn from our mistakes, the restriction of any one side or the other is still available in Room 117. Fifty signatures. There is a petition which students who want to major in the field of Education and in the field of Psychology may sign. There will be a fee for persons wishing to run for the office and may be paid on Monday in Room 117, Logan Hall.

---

**Commemorating 75 Years**

**Chaplain Harris**

_Everett Toompeon Atonement in Peace-time Afternoon_

Peacetime use of atomic energy was discussed by Dr. Louis F. Hoffman, the Philadelphia Electric Company's Consulting Engineer in Room A-3 of the Physic Building. Everett, senior engineer of the Operations Department of the Atomic Power Development Association, Inc., is in charge of the development of a fast-breeder atomic reactor to be constructed in Detroit.

Everett discussed the design and construction of a fast-breeder reactor and the problems involved in the operation of the reactor. The Atomic Power Development Association, Inc., is responsible for the decontamination of materials contaminated in the study of development of atomic reactors for peacetime use, such as the generation of commercial electric power.

---

**Examinations**

- **Courses Offered:** 3 Credit Hours
- **Room:** 204, 205, 206, 207, 208
- **Time:** TTh 11
- **Instructor:** Fr. M. E. G. McManus
- **Description:** A survey of social psychology with an emphasis on the development of an understanding of the individual as a social being. The course is designed for students who are interested in social science and planning.

---

**SPECIAL EXAMINATIONS**

- **Language Courses:** English 101, 102, 103, 104
- **Date:** May 28
- **Time:** 1:45-3:45

---

**Pennsylvania's State Government**

Pennsylvania's state government has the right to expect that the University of Pennsylvania will lead in all areas of education, and in the defense of academic and personal freedom and in extending its resources to the common good, and, saying so, Mr. Neyey, state senator from Pennsylvania's 19th ward, said on education held yesterday in Philadelphia with students of the University of Pennsylvania. "The University must take a prominent part in developing leaders in all original fields of education," he said.

---

**Final Examination Schedule**

_The College, College for Women, School of Education_ 1956

The examinations are scheduled by the hour and are conducted under the program of the university.

---

**Quaker Rowers Oppose Rutgers in 1956 Opener**

By Len Smith

Pennsylvania's varsity and junior varsity rowing teams will open their seasons this year when they row in dual race on Saturday at the Biltmore Hotel.

---

**Arabs Demand 1948 Partition**

The Arabs demand 1948 Partition. The Arab nation will not accept anything less than full completion of the United Nations resolution.

---

**Finland's Defense**

The Finnish defense plan for the defense of Finland from the Russian attack is described by this point plan including the following measures:

1. The construction of fortifications on the borders of Finland.
2. The establishment of air defense systems.
3. The mobilization of the military reserves.
4. The reinforcement of the border areas with additional troops.
5. The implementation of a strict conscription policy.

---

**Arabs Demand 1948 Partition**

The Arab nation will not accept anything less than full completion of the United Nations resolution. The Arab states are determined to see that the Arab-Jewish disputes are settled by negotiation and not by force. The Jews have been given the opportunity to relocate in the Arab nations within a reasonable time frame.

---
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Buddha Talk

by Larry Kneifel

It seems as though The Open Talk is a summer column in The Daily Pennsylvanian. Finally, the voluntary author, who will be quite occupied in the upcoming school year, will be able to appear in this interscholastic periodical. This column will probably be quite predictable toward many hobbies such as writing the column; that is to say, the kind of content that I look at as the team with the most overrated. The main point of this column is that Buddha Talk is that every day has purpose.

Significant mention should be given to those lucky and fortunate folks who went South over the vacation. The weather there could not have been more perfect. As the turn of the college life was centered in Fort Lauderdale, Miami Beach, Nassau, and Rochester, Palm Beach, Miami, Pompano Beach, and Ocean City. The Venice of America. Fort Lauderdale is a city of clubs, fishing, or six tanks of gas, that's why The Journal has no ol' flambeau and live flames in the lobby. The restaurant featuring contain- ext, with a menu change in an imaginative nut- tion decor; The Ocean Mist, which contain- ing rooms with music, the service was not

Wally was the greatest entertainer in Florida during the vacation. Putting on a show at the Green Parrot, he would sing the songs of Blue Bird Shoes, Ain't Going to be No More, The Grove, New York, Alligator, and Show Me What You Got.

Lauderdale also featured the many beach parties and fashionable parties on Royal Palm Drive. Phi Lambda-Lincoln Drive and Cobble-stones and asphalt will take the ig quite functional, entire East. We would like to see it. A crowd of at least 15,000 college students are a crowd of at least 15,000 college students. A crowd of at least 15,000 college students.

Top winter resort in America, Miami Beach, was extremely popular this past va- cation with a crowd of at least 15,000 col- lege students. The city was flooded with sugar not seldom before 1500 in Florida for a good time.

The trade winds and Florida have an important role in the vacation, and the two-week vacation period . . . Dog races were held nightly at many tracks around the city, but the main attraction was the city itself. The city was right in style. The small and noisy drums of the two-week vacation period . . . Dog races were held nightly at many tracks around the city, but the main attraction was the city itself. The city was right in style. The small and noisy drums of the street were over 65 students. . . . Entertain- ment for SI. Al Singerman, president of Milline, told this columnist that plans were made no cooler, lighter, but it just didn't go over with the members of Phi Kappa Beta left this year's member- ship in Miami and Miami Beach varied considerably. If money was no question, the best in town is the Betsy Ross, a 200-room hotel.

The Turnberry, located on North Beach, attracted the most visitors. How- ever, the greatest in Miami are the Turnberry, Turnberry, Turnberry. Opening day was February 20, and the Turnberry has a $25,000,000 million dollar in a million dollar ocean-front hotel. Florida with flowers 200 years ago, is excellent viewing from any seat . . . Brothers in these films are found on many dressers around campus.

Between beaches, entertainment, and par- ties (not to mention sleeping) about 25 hours were taken up each day. The largest security block in Florida goes to try to win. The reason that Roger, lamed (of its most unusual archi- tectural features) was found on many dressers around campus.
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Yardley After Shaving Lotion
top's off any shave, electric or lather!

* cools, refreshes the skin
* helps heal razor nicks
* counteracts dryness
* gives brisk, masculine, non-lingering scent

At your campus store, $1.10 and $1.50, plus tax

New: May 11, 1956

Yardley products for America are made in England and finished in the U.S.A. from the original English formula, combining imported and domestic ingredients, Yardley of London, Inc., 2021 Nemours and 115.5, Wilmington, Delaware.
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NEW... THROUGH CHEMISTRY

Binet Prints Shown
In Fine Arts Lobby

Seventy-five prints from the George Binet Print Collection are on display in the lobby of the

Shattuck Atrium, entitled "Prints of the High Renaissance," covering the period 1490-1550 A.D. with

in perspective, which was done in perspective, which was done in

Carlo Davide and others.

This exhibit is circulated by the George Binet Print Collection of Houston, Texas. Tickets for the production which is written, produced and performed by hospital personnel, are on sale at the information desk in Houston Hall.

TABERNACLE

The Presbyterian Church For Students
Invites you to attend this Sunday

11:00 Morning Worship
6:00 Students' Supper

and discussion—this week...

Lewis M. Stevens, Esq.,
—Nated Lawyer and Politician

"Gay" Moss wants to know:

At what location
would I work for Du Pont?

Clayton Hill answers:

Where would you want to work, Gay? The choice isn't quite as wide as that reply indicates, but if you have good reason for preferring a given area, and Du Pont has an opening there for which you're qualified, your choice will certainly be considered.

We have 40 plants and over 70 research and development laboratories scattered through 26 states. So the odds are pretty fair that you can work in an area you like.

Most of the Du Pont units are situated east of the Mississippi, but some of them are as far west as the Pacific Coast. Right now, new plants are under construction in Michigan and California, providing even wider choice in these two states.

Of course, a man may be transferred after a time. Where would you like to work, Gay? The choice

WANT TO KNOW MORE about where you'd

work with Du Pont? Send for a free copy of


WANT TO KNOW MORE about where you'd
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Olympic Year. Champions Add Color to Penn Relays

By Bill Last

April is slowly passing by, but the 42nd Annual Penn Relay is only two weeks away. There will be 3000 athletes from school and college teams meeting in this oldest relay race meeting in the world, and records in many of the events which include 11 individual tracks and field events should fall to this year's participants.

Of the special events on the Carnival program this year, the record of 69.6 in the 150-yard dash has withstood the test of time longer than any other. George Sydnor of Ohio State set the mark back in 1933 (Mon. Eichar, Tuskegee, tied the record in 1939) and it has evaded such "creaks" as Jesse Owens, the Ohio State Olympian and world champion; Tuskeegee Pea, Temple, Barley Ewell, Penn State, and Andy Blishan, Seton Hall Flah who won the 100-meter run in the 1953 Olympic Games. But, should the weathermen bestow a good weather upon the athletes this year, fans will have a good chance of seeing a new "century" record established.

John Harris of Penn, runner-up in the event last year, Dr. Dave Sime, and Villanova's George Sydnor will be back to highlight the event. With 55,000 in attendance, the event is expected to set another Shade Hall record. Taking into consideration that the 90.8-yard record established in 1933 by 1541 million-racer from Princeton in a meet run on a polo field in 1893, the event has blossomed into a track spectacle with 1550-meter races. Miki Crayton, who was second in the 100-yard dash, will be the best in the 200-yard dash.

Other Stars to Run

Two other Quaker stars, Bill Sydnor and George Katterman, will race in the 440 and 400, respectively, on the track and field meet which ends before coming to Penn's town.

In the mile event, Bob Morton, who won the Penn Relays under 4:30 at Princeton in a meet run on a polo field, near New York, Bob Morton, and Don McCarthy, who has won the event three times, will attempt to bring home a first for New England.

Leading the parade of Quaker talent at Princeton will be Joe Moran in the 880 and 220-yard dash. Moran placed third in the hurdles, high jump and broad jump in the NCAA championships. But, should the weathermen bestow a good weather upon the athletes this year, fans will have a good chance of seeing a new "century" record established.
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Penn Nine Clashes With Lehigh, Lions

Coach Jack McCloskey's baseball squad steps out of the EDL for the next two days when it hosts Lehigh in a makeup contest today and American University Friday.

Lehigh was forced to postpone its battle with the Squakers, originally scheduled for this afternoon, when the entire University contracted an unidentified virus.

Penn, too, had a ball club that was swept aside in a demise that has sent 11 of the 22 ball clubs losing each game by no more than 3 runs.

15-6 Loss

In the Red and Blue's three losses, the total difference has been a meager 12 runs. Apparently the Bethlehem nine, the only ball club in the Ivy League to score over 20 runs in a game, has a receptive audience for its games.

Three men in the first boat have previous experience in high school rowing. Gerard Heidelbaum, stroke, steered for St. Joseph's of Philadelphia, while James McManus, the seventh man, and James Wyne, the second man, rowed for St. Joseph's Institute of Buffalo, last year's national high school champions.

The frosh team this year is smaller and lighter than in previous years, but to offset this it has several men who have had past rowing experience and who have a greater amount of physical strength than past crews. According to coach Jim Beggs, the "team has potential but only time will tell if we can win.

Hoping to even its season's record of 1-1, Pennsylvania's varsity tennis team meets Haverford College (3-1) this afternoon at 3:30 at the Cynwyd Club courts. Although the Squakers hold a large edge over the Fords in recent years, Squaker coach G. Passmore believes that the match will be very close. Last year Penn defeated the Fords by a 3-0 score.

Four Returns

The Fords have their first four men from last season returning to give the Squakers a lot of trouble. Phil Harwig who won seven out of 15 matches last season plays number one for the Fords, while Geoffrey Singer, ten out of last season. holds down the number two spot. Sophomore and five last season, holds down the number three spot. Bob Pratt, winner of 14 out of 14 matches for the Fords last season, gives them a strong three entry while Dave Hanlon, 11-1 last year, rounds out the list of reserves.

Pratt was the only singles player to win for the Fords last season against Penn. He defeated Penn's number one man, Ben Seidman, 6-4, 7-5, in straight sets, 6-3, 6-2. - The Fords have already won two matches this season, besting the Quantico Marines and Franklin and Marshall.

Changes in Line-up

As a result of challenge matches yesterday, Penn coach Johnson is expected to make at least one change in his line-up. Dave Lieberman defeated Al Johnson in three sets and will probably replace Dave McCloskey in the number two spot in order with Ron Budweiser moving up into the first position.

Captive Girl Cheats Death or Grin and Beat it

Once upon a time, there were these bears. No, not the Chicago Bears—just plain old everyday bears: Freddie, Eddie and Teddy. (These were hermit-type bears whose hut was so far back, they hadn't even gotten word of golden Budweiser!) One day while they were out, a chick named Marilyn comes strut
ging around. By the time they turned around, she was gone, a chick named Marilyn comes strut
ging around. By the time they turned around, she was gone.

Freshman Nine Initiates Season Against Patriots

Pennsylvania's freshman football team entertains the German American Patriots at Murphy Field on Saturday at 4 in an opening game for the season.

"The frosh team this year has been seriously hampered by several injuries," said manager Tony McCloskey. "At least, Tony McCloskey's club shrank from 22 players in the fall to 17 by the opening meet of the year against Haverford.

The frosh team's year is smaller and lighter than in previous years, but to offset this it has several men who have had past rowing experience and who have a greater amount of physical strength than past crew.

The frosh team this year is smaller and lighter than in previous years, but to offset this it has several men who have had past rowing experience and who have a greater amount of physical strength than past crews. According to coach Jim Beggs, "the team has potential but only time will tell if we can win.

The weather has been so preferable to practice this far that the Frosh have been able to hold only six practice sessions.

One of the bright spots of the team is pitcher Frank Do
diery who will probably get the nod for Tuesday's assignment. He has worked in the outfield and has been effective as a fielding pitcher. He has a tall and rangy frame and will probably succeed as a pitcher.

The frosh team this year is smaller and lighter than in previous years, but to offset this it has several men who have had past rowing experience and who have a greater amount of physical strength than past crews. According to coach Jim Beggs, "the team has potential but only time will tell if we can win.

The Red and Blue, who took their opening match against Del
gary 7-6 on Wednesday, are looking for a tough match. Although the Squakers are fast and well trained, they have not had the same amount of experience as the Red and Blue.

The match will be played at the Cynwyd Club, one time site of the National Amateur Season. Lehigh's home course, is considered a very tough testing goal.

Lehigh Meets Red and Blue In Golf Today

The Quaker Golf team jour
cy to Bethlehem to play Lehigh this afternoon at 2:30.

The match will be played at the Cynwyd Club, one time site of the National Amateur Season. Lehigh's home course, is considered a very tough testing goal.
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Arabs Demand "1948 Partition"

"The reason behind the arm's rejection of the Harris formula is the realization that the United Nations is a Western organization. It will not work for the Arab nations. The third condition, which ended in January, has been completed and the participating professors might benefit directly from Buch. The universities of the United States have been working through the International Relations Council to select the best of the presentations. Full cooperation has been promised by the Dartmouth drama students who were selected assistant managers."

NCAA Picks Kaplan On All-American

"Kaplan, who was recently selected to the All-Try team at sabre, received additional recognition by being in the NCAA tourney in which he placed sixth in a field of thirty-six."

Quaker Rowers Oppose Rutgers In 1956 Opener

"The rest of the Quaker order was made up of Fred Bussy, while Gerry Stein annointed Miss Joan Carson, assistant director of the Pennsylvania Players."

Two One-Act Plays To Be Presented On May 10 by Pennsylvania Players

"Tom Brown's Body," written by Robert Babish, is a drama which involves murder in a small Western town, around the turn of the century. "Sam Brown's Body" has a cast of eight characters, which includes Martin Lewis, Loretta Koepke, Herbert Katsch, and Harvey Brown. Altogether, eight original stories were directed by Peter Stroeter. "Sam Brown's Body" will be directed by David Speck.

Arabs Demand 1948 Partition

"Ending the 2,000 years was the cause of the United States in the dispute. This was not of Arab making and should not be forced on the backs of the Arabs."
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